Vitality Concepts

The Collagenizing Effect

Can You Look Younger Than Your Age?
Your Skin is the largest organ of your body and visible to
All around you.
No wonder its condition immediately reveals your Age â€“ thus
we shy no effort to look younger - overflowing with Vitality. Though there
are Factors that we are exposed to â€“ that jeopardize our strongest determination:
Lifestyle and Environment!
When you are outdoors
- Air Pollution accumulates excreta within the pore, toxic chemicals in the
Food and Environment cause oxidants to the cells of the skin.
When you are indoors â€“
Air Condition is causing Dryness of the skin and diminishes moisture in the
Keratin â€“ for all to see as wrinkles.
What if there was a method to quickly and sustainably
counter these antagonistic effects and give you this effulgent, coruscating
Look â€“ in just Minutes?
Now, yearn no longer, such a method is available to you, it is called the CollagenizingÂ® effect.

What is the CollagenizingÂ® Effect?
Collagen is what maintains skin tone and firmness. Once
metabolism slows down old collagen is accumulated which forms a conspicuous
wrinkle. Resilience is lost.
Hyaluronic acid maintains skin moisture. A gram of
hyaluronic acid can hold 6000cc of water. It keeps our skin moist and glossy.
These skin essentials are present in many skincare products
â€“ but there is a massive problem: the Molecule size of these compounds is too
large to penetrate the skin when applied topically. Therefore, these expensive
potions stay on the surface only and are quickly washed off by sweat and water.
The CollagenizingÂ® Effect
is a scientifically and clinically proven method to push these large
molecular substances into the deep layers of the skin (dermis) â€“ without needles,
and then close the pores so that the substance will remain for several weeks â€“ causing
your skin to rejuvenate and produce its own Collagen, just like it did at young
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age.
The CollagenizingÂ® Effect can be
enjoyed in Minutes â€“ with no discomfort or pain â€“ and best of all: your
wrinkles are reduced and your skin is rejuvenated immediately â€“ for the world
to see and for you to lift your self-confidence!
If you want to be a treatment provider, send email to: hrg at vitalityconcepts.com (delete the spaces)
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